April New Releases
True Story:Murder, Memoir, Mea Culpa by Michael
Finkel
The author tells the true story of Christian Michael Longo, his arrest for murdering his family,
and how he fled to Mexico and assumed Michael Finkel's identity; and relates his own firing
from the New York Times magazine.
Bozeman Author! Now a Major Motion Picture!

Dangerous Games by Danielle Steel
In this timely and intriguing novel, a TV journalist and ex-Navy SEAL delve deep under the surface
of political influence and power to uncover the corruption that lies beneath. Risk-taking investigative television journalist Alix Phillips dashes from hot spot to hot spot around the world in the
company of her equally intrepid camerman, ex-Navy SEAL Ben Chapman. Alix and Ben put their
lives--and their hearts--on the line in a perilous assignment that has them in pursuit of a corrupt
Vice President linked to the revered widow of a visionary, assassinated scion of a powerful political family.

My (Not So Perfect) Life by Sophie Kinsella
When Katie Brenner is fired from her dream job in advertising in London, she's desperate to get away
from her mad boss Demeter, and her crush, Alex, who she thought shared her feelings of adoration but
didn't. Seeking refuge, she goes home to her father's farm in Somerset to help make her stepmother's
dream of turning their land into a glamping retreat come true. Applying her savvy marketing smarts,
Katie masterminds a glamorous upscale resort. But when Demeter shows up unnannounced, with Alex
not far behind, Katie is forced to rethink her revenge fantasies and her assumptions about family, love,
and office politics and realize how much she may have misjudged everyone--and everything--around
her.

The Cutthroat by Clive Cussler
The year is 1911. Chief Investigator Isaac Bell of the Van Dorn Detective Agency has had many extraordinary cases before. But none quite like this. Hired to find a young woman named Anna Pape who ran
away from home to become an actress, Bell gets a shock when her murdered body turns up instead.
Vowing to bring the killer to justice, he begins a manhunt which leads him into increasingly more
alarming territory. Anna Pape was not alone in her fate--petite young blond women like Anna are being murdered in cities across America. And the pattern goes beyond the physical resemblance of the
victims--there are disturbing familiarities about the killings themselves that send a chill through even
a man as experienced with evil as Bell. If he is right about his fears, then he is on the trail of one of the
greatest monsters of his time.

Lincoln in the Bardo by George Saunders
February 1862. The Civil War is less than one year old. The fighting has begun in earnest,
and the nation has begun to realize it is in for a long, bloody struggle. Meanwhile, President Lincoln's beloved eleven-year-old son, Willie, lies upstairs in the White House,
gravely ill. In a matter of days, despite predictions of a recovery, Willie dies and is laid to
rest in a Georgetown cemetery ... Willie Lincoln finds himself in a strange purgatory
where ghosts mingle, gripe, commiserate, quarrel, and enact bizarre acts of penance.

